Silvereye Educational Publications is
an Australian owned and operated
company established in 1992.
Our mission is to positively impact
the education of children and youth;
particularly those with special needs
and students at risk of school failure;
by providing educators, counsellors,
other professionals and parents with
practical, theoretically sound and
affordable products and service.
We provide books, games, cards,
software, assessment materials,
DVDs and other resources to assist
with:

• Behaviour
• Learning Difficulties
• Special Education
• Language & Communication
• Reading & Writing
• Guidance & Counselling
• Psychology
• Social Development
We also carry an extensive range of
resources written to help those with
specific disabilities, including
autism, Asperger syndrome, Down
syndrome, ADHD and dyslexia.

Lindamood® Phoneme Sequencing Program (LiPS)
The Lindamood Phoneme Sequencing® Program for Reading, Spelling, and Speech,
4th Edition is a comprehensive multisensory program that uses explicit, systematic
instruction to develop phonological awareness, decoding, spelling, and reading skills.
The LiPS® Program provides phonics instruction to help students establish phonemic
awareness: an essential base for reading, spelling, and speech. Weak phonemic
awareness can cause problems in spelling and decoding, when students may add,
omit, substitute, or reverse sounds and letters within words.
The LiPS Program enables selfcorrection in spoken and written
language. Using it, you'll begin at the
oral level with problem-solving
activities and extend to multisyllabic
and contextual levels of reading and
spelling.

The LiPS Program was first published
in 1969 (as the Auditory Discrimination
in Depth Program) and the past four
decades have seen reading research
"catch up" with its groundbreaking
instruction. The program is still valuable
today, particularly for students with
severely undeveloped phonemic
awareness.

system that enables all students to
prove the identity, number, and order of
phonemes in syllables and words. It is
more basic and more extensive than
traditional phonics programs.” - Patricia
Lindamood & Phyllis Lindamood

Can the LiPS® Program help your
students?
The LiPS Program is successful in
developing students' conscious
awareness of the most basic elements
of oral and written language;
phonemes and syllables; and can form a
core part of any reading or languagearts curriculum. The LiPS Program can
also be used for remedial or
intervention instruction, even for
students with severely undeveloped
phonemic awareness. With LiPs you can:

•
•

How is the LiPS® Program unique?
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Unlike many phonics programs,
which start with activities that require
rather than develop phonemic
awareness, the LiPS Program first helps
students explore phonemes through
the oral-motor movements that
produce the sounds. This emphasis
allows students to hear, see, and feel
the physical characteristics of
phonemes, and the contrasts between
them. Students thus establish a system
of sensory feedback that helps them
succeed in the higher levels of LiPS
phonics instruction.
"The contribution of the LiPS
Program is the development of an oralmotor, visual, and auditory feedback

view our resources and order online at

•

•

Preventatively address the
differences that exist in how
individuals are genetically "wired" for
phonemic awareness.
Establish a hierarchy of processing
ability that moves students in such
small steps that even individuals with
severe weakness advance from lower,
concrete levels to higher, abstract
levels of thinking.
Teach students to use sensory
information from feeling, seeing, and
hearing to develop a feedback
system that promotes self-correction
in speech, reading, and spelling.
Save time, work, and money because
the procedures prevent failure for atrisk students. The procedures also
markedly accelerate the reading and
spelling development of students
genetically endowed with phonemic
awareness and help them become
independent learners earlier in their
academic experience.
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Test Components
The Complete Kit has everything needed for
implementation in a classroom setting. Kit includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manual with 2 DVDs
15 Mouth Picture Magnets
21 Small Colored Squares Magnets
53 Letter Magnets and 3 blanks
4 Large Colored Squares Magnets
60 Syllable Magnets and 4 Blanks
11 1/4” x 30” White, Tri-Fold
Magnetic Write On-Wipe Off Board
64 Playing Cards
Folding Mirror
Phonological Awareness and Sequencing Stories
(set of 8 books) and Teacher’s Guide.
All items in the Kit are available for purchase separately.
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LiPS Components
Item

$735.00

LiPS Complete Kit and LiPS Stick Combo - Save!

$900.00

LiPS-4 Manual with DVDs

$217.00

LiPS-4 Small Coloured Square Magnets

$58.00

LiPS-4 Large Coloured Square Magnets

$35.00

LiPS-4 Card Deck

$48.00

LiPS-4 Stick
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The LiPS: Lindamood Phoneme Sequencing Program for Reading,
®

Spelling, and Speech, Fourth Edition is a comprehensive multisensory
program that uses explicit, systematic instruction to develop phonological awareness, decoding, spelling, and reading skills. The goal of LiPS
is to develop fluent readers and competent spellers. The LiPS Program
steps are: Setting the Climate for Learning, Identifying and Classifying
Consonants, Identifying and Classifying Vowels, Tracking Simple
Syllables and Words, Basic Spelling and Reading, Learning Sight Words
and Expectancies, Tracking Complex Syllables and Words, Multisyllabic
Words, and Reading and Writing in Context.
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$330.00

LiPS-4 Mouth Picture Magnets

$42.00

LiPS-4 Magnetic Write On/Wipe Off Board

$52.00

LiPS-4 Folding Mirror

LiPS Stick
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Unit Price

LiPS Phoneme Sequencing Program Complete Kit
LiPS-4

$5.00

LiPS-4 Large Mouth Cards

$68.00

LiPS-4 Letter Magnets

$98.00

LiPS-4 Syllable Magnets

$81.00

Ordering Information
You can order this and any other items:
online at www.silvereye.com.au
by phone to 02 8090 5395
Alternatively, you can complete the order form below and:
fax to: 02 8003 9201
mail to: Silvereye Educational Publications,
67 Central Road, Avalon, NSW 2107
All prices include GST and are correct at time of publication.

•
•

•
•

Freight
Standard freight rate is $7.95/Sydney metro or $9.95/
anywhere in Australia, up to 3kg ($5.95 up to 500g). Freight for
heavier and/or bulky items is based on weight and destination.
We use couriers for deliveries to most destinations.
Deliveries to PO Boxes or remote destinations are by Australia
Post. Most orders are delivered within 7-14 days or sooner.
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ORDER FORM
QUANTITY

CODE

TITLE

AMOUNT

PURCHASER DETAILS
NAME

DATE

SCHOOL/ORGANISATION
ADDRESS
SUBURB

POSTCODE

TELEPHONE

FAX

EMAIL
PAYMENT DETAILS
PAYMENT METHOD
(please tick one)

CARD NUMBER

CHEQUE

CREDIT CARD

INVOICE SCHOOL

PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER
(for school orders)

EXPIRY DATE

NAME ON CARD
SIGNATURE

Fax order to:

02 8 0 03 9 2 0 1 or mail to: Silvereye Educational Publications, 67 Central Road, Avalon, NSW 2107

